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0 of 0 review helpful A riveting read By Betsy Phillips This novel is a riveting read a story of love lust lies hardships 
heartaches and sacrifices vividly told by three generations of women The backdrop of their lives is Nazi Germany and 
we feel and see the cost of Nazi Germany on the survivors and their families With so many characters living in three 
generations each generation stands on its own but is dee Secrets Deceptions tells a rich and emotional story of three 
generations of women and the men in their lives Beginning in Germany just before WWII and ending in the 21st 
century the novel recounts tales of success and defeat love and rejection and life and death The family of Hannah 
Sophie and Madeleine the three generations of women is the focus of this entertaining and compelling book which also 
recounts the horrors of Naz From the Author I was astonished at how little I knew about my own family as I 
researched my ancestry and the eras over which my novel takes place It was and is a labor of love and has involved a 
great of blood sweat and tears Helene admi 
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